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(57) ABSTRACT 
A system and method for optimizing slave transaction ID 
width based on sparse connection between multiple masters 
and multiple slaves in a multilayer multilevel interconnect 
system-on-chip (SOC) architecture are disclosed. In one 
embodiment, slave transaction ID widths are computed for a 
first processing Subsystem and a second processing Sub 
system including multiple masters and multiple slaves. Fur 
ther, a slave transaction ID for each master to any slave in the 
first processing Subsystem and in the second processing Sub 
system is generated based on the computed slave transaction 
ID width. Furthermore, sparse connection information 
between the multiple masters and multiple slaves is deter 
mined via a first bus matrix in the first processing Subsystem. 
A first optimized slave transaction ID for each master to any 
slave in the first processing Subsystem is then generated by 
removing don't care bits in each generated slave transaction 
ID based on the sparse connection information. 

16 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR OPTIMIZING 
SLAVE TRANSACTION ID WIDTH BASED ON 
SPARSE CONNECTION IN MULTILAYER 

MULTILEVELINTERCONNECT 
SYSTEM-ON-CHP ARCHITECTURE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to multilayer mul 
tilevel interconnect semiconductor chips, and more particu 
larly to bus matrix structure used to route transactions from 
multiple master interfaces onto a shared slave interface in 
multilayer multilevel interconnect system-on-chip (SOC) 
architecture. 

BACKGROUND 

Advanced extensible interface (AXI) interconnect network 
of an advanced microcontroller bus architecture (AMBA) is a 
conventional bus matrix configuration. Typically, the AXI 
interconnect network is formed as a bus matrix with a plural 
ity of channels. The plurality of channels is connected to a 
plurality of masters and slaves by multiplexers and demulti 
plexers along with an arbitration logic, a buffering logic, a 
data width conversion logic, a frequency conversion logic and 
so on. The masters can access different slaves at the same time 
by way of the AXI interconnect network. 

Generally, the AXI interconnect network consists of 5 
independent channels: address write (AW), address read 
(AR), write data (W), read data (R), and write response (B), 
which provide a powerful support for out-of-order transaction 
completion. A typical write transaction uses AW. W. and B 
channels and a typical read transaction uses AR and R chan 
nels. These independent channels are connected via associ 
ated transaction identifications (IDS) when a transaction is in 
progress. 

In a multilayer multilevel interconnect architecture, mul 
tiple master interfaces can be connected to a shared slave 
interface. Typically, the bus matrix is used to route the trans 
actions from the multiple master interfaces onto the shared 
slave interface. A slave transaction ID width is generated 
based on the largest master ID width and number of masters 
connected to the associated bus matrix using the following 
equation: 

slave transaction ID width=largest master ID width-i- 
log2(total number of masters) 

When the total number of masters is not a multiple of 2, 
log(total number of master) is rounded to a next integer 
value. 

In the above Scenario, all shared slaves use the same trans 
action ID widths irrespective of a system level sparse connec 
tion, i.e., all the masters may not be connected to all the 
slaves. In a system with multiple bus matrices, slave transac 
tion ID widths are generated without considering the system 
level sparse connection, which can lead to requiring more 
than needed overall increased slave transaction ID width, 
which in-turn may lead to requiring additional hardware. 
Further, with increased slave transaction ID widths, it can be 
difficult to interface with existing standard slave components, 
such as CortexTM-R4 slave interface. 

SUMMARY 

A system and method for optimizing a slave transaction 
identification (ID) width based on sparse connection in a 
multilayer multilevel interconnect system-on-chip (SOC) 
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2 
architecture are disclosed. In accordance with one aspect of 
the present invention, slave transaction ID widths are com 
puted for a first processing Subsystem including multiple 
masters and multiple slaves and a second or Subsequent pro 
cessing Subsystem including multiple masters and multiple 
slaves. Further, a slave transaction ID is generated for each 
master to any slave in the first processing Subsystem and in the 
second processing Subsystem based on the computed slave 
transaction ID widths for the first processing Subsystem and 
the second processing Subsystem. Furthermore, sparse con 
nection information between the multiple masters and the 
multiple slaves is determined via a first bus matrix in the first 
processing Subsystem. Based on the sparse connection infor 
mation obtained, a first optimized slave transaction ID is 
generated for each master to any slave in the first processing 
Subsystem by removing don't care bits (e.g., most/least sig 
nificant bits that are equal to Zero) present in each generated 
slave transaction ID. 

In addition in this embodiment, it is determined whether 
there are any further don't care bits left in the generated first 
optimized slave transaction ID for each master in the first 
processing Subsystem and the second processing Subsystem. 
A second optimized slave transaction ID is then generated by 
removing any common don't care bits left in the generated 
first optimized slave transaction ID for each master based on 
the determination. 

According to another aspect of the present invention, the 
system for optimizing the slave transaction ID width based on 
the sparse connection in the multilayer multilevel intercon 
nect SOC architecture includes a first processing Subsystem 
including multiple masters and multiple slaves. The multiple 
masters are connected to the multiple slaves via a first bus 
matrix and the respective master interfaces and slave inter 
faces. Further, the system includes a second processing Sub 
system including multiple masters and multiple slaves. Fur 
thermore, the multiple masters are connected to the multiple 
slaves via a second bus matrix and the respective master 
interfaces and slave interfaces. In addition, the system 
includes a third bus matrix that connects the first processing 
Subsystem and the second processing Subsystem via a slave 
interface of the first bus matrix in the first processing sub 
system and a master interface of the second bus matrix in the 
second processing Subsystem. Moreover, the slave transac 
tion ID width of each master associated with the first process 
ing Subsystem and the slave transaction ID width of each 
master associated with the second processing Subsystem are 
based on a first optimized slave transaction ID. 
The methods and systems disclosed herein may be imple 

mented in any means for achieving various aspects, and other 
features will be apparent from the accompanying drawings 
and from the detailed description that follows. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Various embodiments are described herein with reference 
to the drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating slave transaction ID 
widths in a multilayer multilevel interconnect system-on 
chip (SOC) architecture, in the context of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a table showing the slave transaction IDs gener 
ated for the multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC, such as 
the one shown in FIG. 1, in the context of the invention; 

FIG.3 illustrates a flow diagram of a method of optimizing 
the slave transaction ID width based on sparse connection in 
the multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC architecture, 
according to an embodiment; 
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FIG. 4 is a table showing sparse connection information 
between the multiple masters and the multiple slaves deter 
mined via a first bus matrix in the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC, such as the one shown in FIG. 1, according to 
an embodiment; 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating slave transaction ID 
widths in a multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC architec 
ture, according to an embodiment; 

FIG. 6 is a table showing first optimized slave transaction 
IDs generated for the multilayer multilevel interconnect 
SOC, such as the one shown in FIG. 5, according to an 
embodiment; and 

FIG. 7 is a table showing second optimized slave transac 
tion IDs generated for the multilayer multilevel interconnect 
SOC, such as the one shown in FIG. 5, according to an 
embodiment. 
The drawings described herein are for illustration purposes 

only and are not intended to limit the scope of the present 
invention in any way. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

A system and method for optimizing a slave transaction 
identification (ID) width based on sparse connection in a 
multilayer multilevel interconnect system-on-chip (SOC) 
architecture are disclosed. In the following detailed descrip 
tion of the embodiments of the invention, reference is made to 
the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in 
which are shown by way of illustration specific embodiments 
in which the invention may be practiced. These embodiments 
are described in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the 
art to practice the invention, and it is to be understood that 
other embodiments may be utilized and that changes may be 
made without departing from the scope of the present inven 
tion. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be 
taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present inven 
tion is defined by the appended claims. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating slave transaction ID 
widths in a multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100 archi 
tecture, in the context of the invention. Particularly, FIG. 1 
illustrates the multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100 
including a first processing Subsystem 102A and a second 
processing Subsystem 102B. Exemplary first processing Sub 
system 102A and second processing subsystem 102B include 
a microprocessor, a direct memory access (DMA), a memory 
controller, a display controller, a camera controller, an inter 
rupt controller, a timer and/or any other module which Sup 
ports ID based transactions. As shown in FIG. 1, the first 
processing Subsystem 102A includes multiple masters 
M104A-C, multiple slaves S106A-C and a first bus matrix 
112A. For example, the first processing subsystem 102A can 
also include one or more other processing Subsystems in the 
multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100. Further as 
shown in FIG. 1, the second processing subsystem 102B 
includes multiple masters M108A-C, multiple slaves 
S110A-C and a second bus matrix 112B. For example, the 
second processing Subsystem 102B can also include one or 
more other processing Subsystems sequentially connected to 
the first processing subsystem 102A in the multilayer multi 
level interconnect SOC 100. Exemplary masters in the first 
processing Subsystem 102A and the second processing Sub 
system 102B include a microprocessor, a DMA, a digital 
signal processing device (DSP) and the like. Exemplary 
slaves in the first processing Subsystem 102A and the second 
processing Subsystem 102B include a timer, an interrupt con 
troller, a unified asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) 
peripheral device, a module, an interface and the like. 
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4 
As shown in FIG. 1, in the first processing Subsystem 

102A, the masters M104A-C are connected to the slaves 
S106A-C via the first bus matrix 112A and the respective 
master interfaces 114A-C and slave interfaces 116A-C. Fur 
ther as shown in FIG. 1, in the second processing Subsystem 
102B, the masters M108A-C are connected to the slaves 
S110A-C via the second bus matrix 112B and the respective 
master interfaces 118A-C and slave interfaces 120A-C. Fur 
thermore as shown in FIG. 1, the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC 100 includes a third bus matrix 122. The third 
bus matrix 122 is a direct point-to-point connection which 
communicatively couples the first processing Subsystem 
102A and the second processing subsystem 102B via the 
slave interface 116C connected to the first bus matrix 112A in 
the first processing subsystem 102A and the master interface 
118C connected to the second bus matrix 112B in the second 
processing subsystem 102B. 

In addition as shown in FIG. 1, in the first processing 
subsystem 102A, the master M104A has a master ID width of 
2, the master M104B has a master ID width of 1 and the 
master M104C has a master ID width of 4. Based on the 
master ID widths of the masters M104A-C, a slave transac 
tion ID width for the first processing subsystem 102A is 
computed using the following equation: 

slave transaction ID width=largest master ID width-i- 
log2(total number of masters) (1) 

As seen in FIG. 1, the largest master ID width in the first 
processing subsystem 102A is 4 and the total number of 
masters in the first processing subsystem 102A is 3. Since the 
total number of masters is not a multiple of 2, log(total 
number of masters) is rounded to a next integer value. There 
fore, the slave transaction ID width for the first processing 
subsystem 102A is computed as: 

slave transaction ID width=4+log2(3)=6 

Further, each of the slaves S106A-C in the first processing 
subsystem 102A has the slave transaction ID width of 6. 

Also as shown in FIG. 1, in the second processing Sub 
system 102B, the master M108A has a master ID width of 2 
and the master M108B has a master ID width of 3. In addition 
as shown in FIG. 1, the master M108C is coupled to the slave 
S106C via the third bus matrix 122. Therefore, the master 
M108C and the slave S106C have the same master ID width 
of 6. Further, similar to the first processing subsystem 102A, 
the slave transaction ID width for the second processing sub 
system 102B is also computed using the equation (1). As a 
result of the computation, the slave transaction ID width for 
all the slaves S110A-C in the second processing subsystem 
102B is obtained as 8. Generating the slave transaction IDs, 
based on the computed slave transaction ID widths, for the 
first processing Subsystem 102A and the second processing 
subsystem 102B is explained in more detail with reference to 
FIG 2. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, a table 200 includes all slave 
transaction IDs generated for the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC 100, such as the one shown in FIG. 1, in the 
context of the invention. As shown in the table 200, row 208, 
row 210 and row 212 include the slave transaction IDs gen 
erated for transactions between each of the masters M104A-C 
and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first processing sub 
system 102A. Further as shown in the table 200, row 214, row 
216 and row 218 include the slave transaction IDs generated 
for transactions between each of the masters M108A-C and 
any of the slaves S110A-C in the second processing sub 
system 102B. 

Furthermore as shown in the table 200, column 202 
includes an actual master ID for each of the masters 
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M104A-C and the masters M108A-C in the first processing 
subsystem 102A and the second processing subsystem 102B, 
respectively. The actual master ID is based on the master ID 
width of each of the masters M104A-C and the masters 
M108A-C in the first processing subsystem 102A and the 
second processing Subsystem 102B, respectively, as 
described in detail with reference to FIG. 1. Moreover as 
shown in the table 200, column 204 includes interconnect ID 
for the interconnection between each of the masters 
M104A-C and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first process 
ing subsystem 102A and the interconnectID for the intercon 
nection between each of the masters M108A-C and any of the 
slaves S110A-C in the second processing subsystem 102B. 
Also as shown in the table 200, column 206 includes the slave 
transaction IDS generated, based on the slave transaction ID 
widths obtained as shown in FIG. 1, for the transactions 
between each of the masters M104A-C and any of the slaves 
S106A-C in the first processing subsystem 102A and for the 
transactions between each of the masters M108A-C and any 
of the slaves S110A-C in the second processing subsystem. 
As described with reference to FIG. 1, the slave transaction 
ID width computed for the first processing subsystem 102A is 
6 and the slave transaction ID width computed for the second 
processing subsystem 102B is 8. 

In the table 200, a slave transaction ID is generated by 
appending the interconnect ID to the least significant bit 
(LSB) position of the corresponding actual master ID. How 
ever, the interconnectID can be appended to the LSB position 
or most significant bit (MSB) position of the actual master ID 
based on the design of the bus matrix. After appending the 
interconnect ID to the actual master ID, if the generated slave 
transaction ID has fewer bits than the computed slave trans 
action ID width, then the slave transaction ID is appended 
with zeros in the MSB position until the number of bits in the 
slave transaction ID is equal to the computed slave transaction 
ID width. 
Now, referring to the row 208 in the table 200, M104A to 

S106A-C represents transactions between the master M104A 
and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first processing sub 
system 102A. As shown in the row 208, the actual master ID 
for the master M104A is ID1 ID0 and the interconnect ID is 
00. Therefore, the generated slave transaction ID for M104A 
to S106A-C is 00ID1ID0 00 after appending two zeros to the 
MSB position. Further in the table 200, in the row 210, 
M104B to S106A-C represents transactions between the mas 
ter M104B and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first pro 
cessing subsystem 102A. Furthermore, as shown in the row 
210, the actual master ID for the master M104B is ID0 and the 
interconnectID is 01. Therefore, the generated slave transac 
tionID for M104B to S106A-C is 000ID0 01 after appending 
three zeros to the MSB position. In addition in the table 200, 
in the row 212, M104C to S106A-C represents transactions 
between the master M104C and any of the slaves S106A-C in 
the first processing subsystem 102A. Also as shown in the row 
212, the actual master ID for the master M104C is 
ID3ID2ID1ID0 and the interconnectID is 10. Therefore, the 
generated slave transaction ID for M104C to S106A-C is 
ID3ID2ID1ID0 10 without appending Zeros to the MSB 
position. 

Moreover in the table 200, in the row 214, M108A to 
S110A-C represents transactions between the master M108A 
and any of the slaves S110A-C in the second processing 
subsystem 102B. Further as shown in the row 214, the actual 
master ID for the master M108A is ID1 ID0 and the intercon 
nect ID is 00. Therefore, the generated slave transaction ID 
for M108A to S110A-C is 0000ID1ID0 00 after appending 
four zeros to the MSB position. Further in the table 200, in the 
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6 
row 216, M108B to S110A-C represents transactions 
between the master M108B and any of the slaves S110A-C in 
the second processing subsystem 102B. Furthermore as 
shown in the row 216, the actual master ID for the master 
M108B is ID2ID1 ID0 and the interconnect ID is 01. There 
fore, the generated slave transaction ID for M108B to 
S110A-C is 000ID2ID1ID0 01 after appending three zeros 
to the MSB position. In addition in the table 200, in the row 
218, M108C to S110A-C represents transactions between the 
master M108C and any of the slaves S110A-C in the second 
processing subsystem 102B. Also as shown in the row 218, 
the actual master ID for the master M108C is 
IDSID4ID3ID2ID1 ID0 and the interconnectID is 10. There 
fore, the generated slave transaction ID for M108C to 
S110A-C is ID5ID4ID3ID2ID1ID0 10 without appending 
Zeros to the MSB position. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, which illustrates a flow diagram 
300 of a method of optimizing a slave transaction ID width 
based on sparse connection in the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC100, such as the one shown in FIG. 1, according 
to an embodiment. At block 302, the slave transaction ID 
widths are computed for a first processing Subsystem includ 
ing multiple masters and multiple slaves and a second pro 
cessing Subsystem including multiple masters and multiple 
slaves. Exemplary first processing Subsystem and second pro 
cessing Subsystem includes a microprocessor, a DMA, a 
memory controller, a display controller, a camera controller, 
an interrupt controller, a timer and/or any other module which 
Supports ID based transactions. 
The slave transaction ID widths for the first processing 

Subsystem including the multiple masters and the multiple 
slaves and for the second processing subsystem including the 
multiple masters and the multiple slaves are computed using 
equation: 

slave transaction ID width=largest master interface ID 
width-log2(total number of master interfaces). 

At block 304, a slave transaction ID is generated for each 
master to any slave in the first processing Subsystem and for 
each master to any slave in the second processing Subsystem 
based on the computed slave transaction ID widths for the 
first processing Subsystem and the second processing Sub 
system. In generating the first optimized slave transaction ID 
and the second optimized slave transaction ID, the multiple 
masters in the first processing system are connected to the 
associated multiple slaves via a first bus matrix and the 
respective master interfaces and slave interfaces. Further, the 
multiple masters in the second processing system are con 
nected to the associated multiple slaves via a second bus 
matrix and the respective master interfaces and slave inter 
faces. Furthermore, a third bus matrix connects the first pro 
cessing Subsystem and the second processing Subsystem via a 
slave interface of the first processing Subsystem and a master 
interface of the second processing Subsystem. 
At block 306, sparse connection information between the 

multiple masters and the multiple slaves is determined via the 
first bus matrix in the first processing Subsystem. This is 
explained in more detail with reference to FIG. 4. At block 
308, it is determined whether there are any common don’t 
care bits in the generated slave transaction ID for each master 
based on the determined sparse connection information. The 
don't care bits may include most/least significant bits that are 
equal to zero. At block 310, a first optimized slave transaction 
ID is generated for each master to any slave in the first pro 
cessing Subsystem by removing the common don't care bits in 
the generated slave transaction ID based on the determina 
tion. This is explained in detail with reference to FIGS. 5 and 
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6. In one example embodiment, the second processing Sub 
system is considered to have full matrix connection, i.e., all 
the masters are connected to all the slaves in the second 
processing Subsystem. However, one can envision the second 
bus matrix in second processing Subsystem also having a 
sparse connection for optimization. 
At block 312, it is determined whether there are any further 

don’t care bits left in the generated first optimized slave 
transaction ID for each master in the first processing Sub 
system and the second processing Subsystem. At block 314, a 
second optimized slave transaction ID is generated by remov 
ing any common don't care bits left in the generated first 
optimized slave transaction ID for each master based on the 
determination. This is explained in more detail with reference 
to FIG. 7. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, a table 400 includes the sparse 
connection information between the masters M104A-C and 
the slaves S106A-C via the first bus matrix 112A in the 
multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100, such as the one 
shown in FIG. 1, according to an embodiment. In the table 
400, the symbol X indicates presence of an interconnection 
between the specific master and slave. Further in the table 
400, the symbol - indicates that there is no interconnection 
between the specific master and the slave. In this embodi 
ment, the second processing Subsystem 102B is considered to 
have full matrix connection, i.e., all the masters M108A-C are 
connected to all the slaves S110A-C via the second bus matrix 
112B. 
Now, referring to row 402 in the table 400, the slave S106A 

is interconnected to all the masters M104A-C. Further, refer 
ring to row 404 in the table 400, the slave S106B is intercon 
nected to the master M104B and the master M104C. Further 
more, referring to row 406 in the table 400, the slave S106C 
is interconnected to the master M104A and the master 
M104B. Based on the sparse connection information 
obtained from the table 400, the slave transaction IDs are 
optimized as explained in more detail with reference to FIGS. 
5 and 6. 

Referring now to FIG. 5, a block diagram illustrates slave 
transaction ID widths in a multilayer multilevel interconnect 
SOC 500 architecture, according to an embodiment. The 
multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC500, shown in FIG. 5, 
is similar to the multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100, 
shown in FIG. 1, except that the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC 500 includes a first bus matrix 502A which 
further includes a slave transaction ID width optimization 
logic 504. In one embodiment, the slave transaction ID width 
optimization logic 504 optimizes the slave transaction ID 
widths based on the sparse connection information obtained 
from the table 400 shown in FIG. 4. 
As shown in FIG. 5, the multilayer multilevel interconnect 

SOC 500 includes the first processing subsystem 102A and 
the second processing subsystem 102B. Further as shown in 
FIG. 5, the first processing subsystem 102A includes multiple 
masters M104A-C, multiple slaves S106A-C and the first bus 
matrix 502A. Furthermore as shown in FIG. 5, the second 
processing Subsystem 102B includes multiple masters 
M108A-C, multiple slaves S110A-C and the second bus 
matrix 502B. 

In addition as shown in FIG. 5, the masters M104A-C are 
connected to the slaves S106A-C via the first bus matrix502A 
and the respective master interfaces 114A-C and slave inter 
faces 116A-C in the first processing subsystem 102A. More 
over as shown in FIG. 5, the masters M108A-Care connected 
to the slaves S110A-C via the second bus matrix502B and the 
respective master interfaces 118A-C and slave interfaces 
120A-C in the second processing subsystem 102B. Also as 
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8 
shown in FIG. 5, similar to the multilayer multilevel inter 
connect SOC 100 shown in FIG. 1, the multilayer multilevel 
interconnect SOC 500 also includes the third bus matrix 122. 
The third bus matrix 122 is the direct point-to-point connec 
tion which communicatively couples the first processing Sub 
system 102A and the second processing subsystem 102B via 
the slave interface 116C connected to the first bus matrix 
502A in the first processing subsystem 102A and the master 
interface 118C connected to the second bus matrix 502B in 
the second processing subsystem 102B. 

Similar to the multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC 100, 
shown in FIG. 1, the slave transaction ID width for the first 
processing subsystem 102A, shown in FIG. 5, is also com 
puted using the equation (1). Therefore, the slave transaction 
ID width for all the slaves S106A-C in the first processing 
subsystem 102A is obtained as 6. The generated slave trans 
action IDs for the first processing subsystem 102A in the 
multilayer multilevel interconnect SOC500, shown in FIG. 5, 
is explained in more detail with reference to FIG. 6. 

In this embodiment, the slave transaction ID width for the 
slave S106C in the first processing subsystem 102A is opti 
mized, by the slave transaction ID width optimization logic 
504, using the sparse connection information obtained from 
the table 400, shown in FIG. 4. Based on the sparse connec 
tion information obtained from the table 400, it can be seen 
that the slave S106C is interconnected to the master M104A 
and the master M104B. Therefore, possible slave transaction 
IDs for the slave S106C are 00ID1 ID0 00 and 000ID001, 
which are obtained from the table 200, shown in FIG. 2. In the 
possible slave transaction IDs for the slave S106C, the MSB 
two bits are don't care bits. The don't care bits are bits that are 
equal to Zero. These common don't care bits in the possible 
slave transaction IDs for the slave S106C are removed to 
generate the first optimized slave transaction ID for the slave 
S106C. As a result, the first optimized slave transaction ID 
width for the slave S106C is reduced to 4 bits which is 
sufficient to carry the slave transaction ID information. 

Further in this embodiment, as the master M108C is 
coupled to the slave S106C via the third bus matrix 122, as 
shown in FIG. 5, the master ID width for the master M108C 
is also reduced to 4. Furthermore, the slave transaction ID 
width for the second processing subsystem 102B is computed 
using the equation (1). As shown in FIG. 5, the largest master 
ID width for the second processing subsystem 102B is 4 and 
the total number of masters in the second processing Sub 
system 102B is 3. As a result, the first optimized slave trans 
action ID width for all the slaves S110A-C in the second 
processing subsystem 102B is reduced to 6, as shown in FIG. 
5. In this embodiment, the second processing Subsystem is 
considered to have full matrix connection. The generated first 
optimized slave transaction ID width for the second process 
ing subsystem 102B in the multilayer multilevel interconnect 
SOC 500, shown in FIG. 5, is explained in more detail with 
reference to FIG. 6. 

Referring now to FIG. 6, a table 600 includes the first 
optimized slave transaction IDS generated for the multilayer 
multilevel interconnect SOC 500, such as the one shown in 
FIG. 5, according to an embodiment. As shown in the table 
600, row 608, row 610 and row 612 include the first optimized 
slave transaction IDS generated for the transactions between 
each of the masters M104A-C and any of the slaves S106A-C 
in the first processing subsystem 102A. Further as shown in 
the table 600, row 614, row 616 and row 618 include the first 
optimized slave transactionIDS generated for the transactions 
between each of the masters M108A-C and any of the slaves 
S110A-C in the second processing subsystem 102B. 
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As shown in the table 600, column 602 includes the actual 
master ID for each of the masters M104A-C and the masters 
M108A-C in the first processing subsystem 102A and the 
second processing Subsystem 102B, respectively. The actual 
master ID is based on the master ID width of each of the 
masters M104A-C and the masters M108A-C in the first 
processing Subsystem 102A and the second processing Sub 
system 102B, respectively, as described in detail with refer 
ence to FIG. 5. Moreover as shown in the table 600, column 
604 includes interconnect ID for the interconnection between 
each of the masters M104A-C and any of the slaves S106A-C 
in the first processing Subsystem 102A and the interconnect 
ID for the interconnection between each of the masters 
M108A-C and any of the slaves S110A-C in the second 
processing subsystem 102B. Also as shown in the table 600, 
column 606 includes the first optimized slave transaction IDs 
generated for the transactions between each of the masters 
M104A-C and any of the slaves S106A-C and the first opti 
mized slave transaction IDS generated for the transactions 
between each of the masters M108A-C and any of the slaves 
S110A-C based on the first optimized slave transaction ID 
widths. As shown in FIG. 5, the first optimized slave transac 
tion ID width for the first processing subsystem 102A is 6 and 
the first optimized slave transaction ID width for the second 
processing subsystem 102B is also 6. In other words, the slave 
transaction ID width for all the slaves S110A-C in the second 
processing subsystem 102B is 6. 

Also, similar to the table 200, in the table 600, the slave 
transaction ID is generated by appending the interconnect ID 
to the least significant bit (LSB) position of the corresponding 
actual master ID. However, the interconnect ID can be 
appended to the LSB position or most significant bit (MSB) 
position of the actual master ID based on the design of the bus 
matrix. After appending the interconnectID, if the generated 
slave transaction ID has fewer bits than the computed first 
optimized slave transaction ID width, the slave transaction ID 
is appended with Zeros in the MSB position until the number 
of bits in the slave transaction ID is equal to the computed first 
optimized slave transaction ID width. 
Now, referring to the row 608 in the table 600, M104A to 

S106A-C represents transactions between the master M104A 
and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first processing sub 
system 102A. As shown in the row 608, the actual master ID 
for the master M104A is ID1 ID0 and the interconnect ID is 
00. Therefore, the generated first optimized slave transaction 
ID for M104A to S106A-C is 00ID1ID0 00 after appending 
two zeros to the MSB position. Further in the table 600, in the 
row 610, M104B to S106A-C represents transactions 
between the master M104B and any of the slaves S106A-C in 
the first processing subsystem 102A. Furthermore, as shown 
in the row 610, the actual master ID for the master M104B is 
ID0 and the interconnect ID is 01. Therefore, the generated 
first optimized slave transaction ID for M104B to S106A-C is 
000ID0 01 after appending three Zeros to the MSB position. 
In addition in the table 600, in the row 612, M104C to 
S106A-C represents transactions between the master M104C 
and any of the slaves S106A-C in the first processing sub 
system 102A. Also as shown in the row 612, the actual master 
ID for the master M104C is ID3ID2ID1 ID0 and the intercon 
nect ID is 10. Therefore, the generated first optimized slave 
transaction ID for M104C to S106A-C is ID3ID2ID1ID0 10 
without appending Zeros to the MSB position. 

Moreover in the table 600, in the row 614, M108A to 
S110A-C represents transactions between the master M108A 
and any of the slaves S110A-C in the second processing 
subsystem 102B. Further as shown in the row 614, the actual 
master ID for the master M108A is ID1 ID0 and the intercon 
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10 
nect ID is 00. Therefore, the generated first optimized slave 
transaction ID for M108A to S110A-C is 00ID1ID0 00 after 
appending two Zeros to the MSB position. Further in the table 
600, in the row 616, M108B to S110A-C represents transac 
tions between the master M108B and any of the slaves 
S110A-C in the second processing subsystem 102B. Further 
more as shown in the row 616, the actual master ID for the 
master M108B is ID2ID1 ID0 and the interconnect ID is 01. 
Therefore, the generated first optimized slave transaction ID 
for M108B to S110A-C is 0ID2ID1ID0 01 after appending 
one Zero to the MSB position. In addition in the table 600, in 
the row 618, M108C to S110A-C represents transactions 
between the master M108C and any of the slaves S110A-C in 
the second processing Subsystem 102B. Also as shown in the 
row 618, the actual master ID for the master M108C is 
ID3ID2ID1ID0, based on the first optimized slave transaction 
ID width obtained from the sparse connection in the first bus 
matrix 502A, and the interconnect ID is 10. Therefore, the 
generated first optimized slave transaction ID for M108C to 
S110A-C is ID3ID2ID1ID0 10 without appending Zeros to 
the MSB position. 

In one embodiment, the first optimized slave transaction 
IDs are further optimized by determining whether there are 
further don't care bits left in the generated first optimized 
slave transaction IDs. This is explained in more detail with 
reference to FIG. 7. 
Now referring to FIG. 7, a table 700 includes second opti 

mized slave transactionIDS generated for the multilayer mul 
tilevel interconnect SOC 500, such as the one shown in FIG. 
5, according to another embodiment. As shown in the table 
700, row 708, row 710 and row 712 include the second opti 
mized slave transaction IDs generated for the first processing 
subsystem 102A. Further as shown in the table 700, row 714, 
row 716 and row 718 include the second optimized slave 
transaction IDS generated for the second processing Sub 
system 102B. 

Furthermore as shown in the table 700, column 702 
includes the actual master ID for each of the masters 
M104A-C and the masters M108A-C in the first processing 
subsystem 102A and the second processing subsystem 102B, 
respectively. The actual master ID is based on the master ID 
width of each of the masters M104A-C and the masters 
M108A-C as described in detail with reference to FIGS. 5 and 
6. Moreover as shown in the table 700, column 704 includes 
interconnect ID for the interconnection between each of the 
masters M104A-C to any of the slaves S106A-C in the first 
processing subsystem 102A and the interconnect ID for the 
interconnection between each of the masters M108A-C to 
any of the slaves S110A-C in the second processing sub 
system 102B. Also as shown in the table 700, column 706 
includes the second optimized slave transaction IDS gener 
ated for transactions between each of the masters M104A-C 
to any of the slaves S106A-C and the transactions between 
each of the masters M108A-C to any of the slaves S110A-C. 

Furthermore, as described with reference to FIGS.5 and 6, 
the first optimized slave transaction ID width for the slave 
S106C is 4. In this embodiment, the second optimized slave 
transaction ID is based on Subsequent optimization of the first 
optimized slave transaction ID. Further in this embodiment, 
the second optimized slave transaction ID is obtained by 
determining whether there are any further don't care bits in 
the generated first optimized slave transaction IDs, as shown 
in FIG. 6. 
As described with reference to FIG. 6, based on the sparse 

connection information obtained from the table 400, the pos 
sible slave transaction IDs for the slave S106C are obtained as 
00ID1ID0 00 and 000 ID0 01. The possible first optimized 
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slave transaction IDs include don't care MSB bits which are 
removed to obtain the first optimized slave transaction IDs: 
ID1ID0 00 and OID001, as described with reference to FIG. 
6. In this embodiment, it is determined whether there are any 
further don't care bits in the generated first optimized slave 
transaction IDs. The determined don't care bits are removed 
from the first optimized slave transaction IDs to obtain the 
second optimized slave transaction IDs. Therefore, the LSB 
bit 1 is removed from the first optimized slave transaction 
IDs to further reduce the slave transaction ID width for the 
slave S106C to 3. As a result, the master ID width for the 
master M108C is also reduced to 3 and the second optimized 
slave transaction ID width for the second processing Sub 
system 102B is obtained as 5 using the equation (1). 
Now, referring to the rows 708, 710 and 712 in the table 

700, the second optimized slave transaction IDs are based on 
first optimized slave transaction IDs generated for the first 
processing subsystem 102A, as shown in FIGS. 2 and 6. In 
another embodiment, the slave transaction IDs for the first 
processing Subsystem 102A is also optimized by determining 
whether there are any common don't care bits. As shown in 
the table 700, in the row 708 and the row 710, the slave 
transaction IDs 00ID1ID0 00 and 000 ID0 01 include MSB 
two bits and the LSB bit 1 don’t care bits. Therefore, these 
don’t care bits can be removed to further optimize the slave 
transaction ID for the first processing subsystem 102A. As a 
result, 3 bits are sufficient to carry the ID information. 
Now referring to the row 714 in the table 700, the actual 

master ID for the master M108A is ID1 ID0 and the intercon 
nect ID is 00. Therefore, the generated second optimized 
slave transaction ID for M108A to S110A-C is OID1ID0 00 
after appending one Zero to the MSB position. Further in the 
table 700, in the row 716, the actual master ID for the master 
M108B is ID2ID1 ID0 and the interconnect ID is 01. There 
fore, the generated second optimized slave transaction ID for 
M108B to S110A-C is ID2ID1ID0 01 without appending 
Zeros to the MSB position. Furthermore in the table 700, in 
the row 718, based on the second optimized slave transaction 
ID width obtained, the actual master ID for the master M108C 
is ID2ID1ID0 and the interconnect ID is 10. Therefore, the 
generated second optimized slave transaction ID for M108C 
to S110A-C is ID2ID1ID0 10 without appending zeros to the 
MSB position. 

In various embodiments, the methods and systems 
described in FIGS. 1 through 7 enable to optimize overall 
slave transaction ID width based on sparse connection infor 
mation. Such optimization enables minimizing the slave 
transaction IDs to within acceptable limits to use with stan 
dard IPs. Also, the method described herein reduces the 
requirement of routing additional ID bits. 

Although the present embodiments have been described 
with reference to specific example embodiments, it will be 
evident that various modifications and changes may be made 
to these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of the various embodiments. Furthermore, the various 
devices, modules, analyzers, generators, and the like 
described herein may be enabled and operated using hard 
ware circuitry, for example, complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor based logic circuitry, firmware, Software and/ 
or any combination of hardware, firmware, and/or software 
embodied in a machine readable medium. For example, the 
various electrical structures and methods may be embodied 
using transistors, logic gates, and electrical circuits, such as 
an application specific integrated circuit. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method for optimizing slave transaction identification 

(ID) widths based on sparse connection in a multilayer mul 
tilevel interconnect system on chip (SOC) architecture, com 
prises: 

computing slave transaction ID widths for a first process 
ing Subsystem including multiple masters and multiple 
slaves; 

generating a slave transaction ID for each master to any 
slave in the first processing Subsystem based on the 
computed slave transaction ID widths for the first pro 
cessing Subsystem; 

determining sparse connection information between the 
multiple masters and the multiple slaves via a first bus 
matrix in the first processing Subsystem; and 

generating a first optimized slave transaction ID for each 
master to any slave in the first processing Subsystem by 
removing don't care bits present in each generated slave 
transaction ID based on the sparse connection informa 
tion. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein computing the slave 
transaction ID widths for the first processing subsystem 
including the multiple masters and the multiple slaves com 
prises: 

computing the slave transaction ID widths for the first 
processing Subsystem including the multiple masters 
and the multiple slaves using an equation: 

slave transaction ID width=largest master ID width-i- 
log2(total number of masters). 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein generating the first 
optimized slave transaction ID for each master to any slave in 
the first processing Subsystem by removing don't care bits 
present in each generated slave transaction ID based on the 
sparse connection information comprises: 

determining whether there are any common don't care bits 
in the generated slave transaction ID for each master in 
the first processing Subsystem based on the determined 
sparse connection information; and 

generating the first optimized slave transaction ID by 
removing the common don't care bits in the generated 
slave transaction ID based on the determination. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
determining whether there are any further don't care bits 

left in the generated first optimized slave transaction ID 
for each master in the first processing Subsystem; and 

generating a second optimized slave transaction ID by 
removing any common don’t care bits left in the gener 
ated first optimized slave transaction ID for each master 
based on the determination. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the first processing 
Subsystem are selected from the group consisting of a micro 
processor, a direct memory access (DMA), a memory con 
troller, a display controller, a camera controller, an interrupt 
controller and a timer. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein, in generating the first 
optimized slave transaction ID and a second optimized slave 
transaction ID for a second processing Subsystem including 
multiple masters and multiple slaves, the multiple masters in 
the first processing system are connected to the associated 
multiple slaves via the first bus matrix and respective master 
interfaces and slave interfaces, 

wherein the multiple masters in the second processing 
system are connected to the associated multiple slaves 
via a second bus matrix and respective master interfaces 
and slave interfaces, and 
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wherein a third bus matrix connects the first processing 
Subsystem and the second processing subsystem via a 
slave interface of the first processing subsystem and a 
master interface of the second processing subsystem. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
computing slave transaction ID widths for a second pro 

cessing subsystem including multiple masters and mul 
tiple slaves; and 

generating a slave transaction ID for each master to any 
slave in the second processing subsystem based on the 
computed slave transaction ID widths for the second 
processing subsystem. 

8. The method of claim 3, wherein the don't care bits are 
most/least significant bits that are equal to zero. 

9. A system for optimizing a slave transaction identifica 
tion (ID) width based on sparse connection in a multilayer 
multilevel interconnect system on chip (SOC) architecture, 
comprising: 

a first processing subsystem including multiple masters 
and multiple slaves, wherein the multiple masters are 
connected to the multiple slaves via a first bus matrix and 
respective master interfaces and slave interfaces: 

a second processing subsystem including multiple masters 
and multiple slaves, wherein the multiple masters are 
connected to the multiple slaves via a second bus matrix 
and respective master interfaces and slave interfaces: 
and 

a third bus matrix connecting the first processing sub 
System and the second processing subsystem via a slave 
interface of the first bus matrix in the first processing 
Subsystem and a master interface of the second bus 
matrix in the second processing subsystem, wherein the 
slave transaction ID width of each master associated 
with the first processing subsystem, and the slave trans 
action ID width of each master associated with the sec 
ond processing subsystem are based on a first optimized 
slave transaction ID, wherein the slave transaction ID 
width of each master associated with the first processing 
Subsystem and the slave transaction ID width of each 
master associated with the second processing subsystem 
are further based on a second optimized slave transac 
tion ID that is based on subsequent optimization of the 
first optimized slave transaction ID. 

10. The system of claim9, wherein the first optimized slave 
transaction ID is formed by removing don't care bits present 
in each generated slave transaction ID based on the sparse 
connection information. 
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11. The system of claim 9, wherein the second optimized 

slave transaction ID is formed by removing any common 
don't care bits left in the generated first optimized slave 
transaction ID for each master based on the sparse connec 
t1On. 

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the masters are selected 
from the group consisting of a microprocessor, a direct 
memory access (DMA) and a digital signal processing device 
(DSP). 

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the slaves are selected 
from the group consisting of a timer, an interrupt controller, a 
unified asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) peripheral 
device, a module and an interface. 

14. A system for optimizing a slave transaction identifica 
tion (ID) width based on sparse connection in a multilayer 
multilevel interconnect system on chip (SOC) architecture, 
comprising: 

a first processing subsystem including multiple masters 
and multiple slaves, wherein the multiple masters are 
connected to the multiple slaves via a first bus matrix and 
respective master interfaces and slave interfaces; 

a second processing subsystem including multiple masters 
and multiple slaves, wherein the multiple masters are 
connected to the multiple slaves via a second bus matrix 
and respective master interfaces and slave interfaces: 
and 

a third bus matrix connecting the first processing sub 
System and the second processing subsystem via a slave 
interface of the first bus matrix in the first processing 
Subsystem and a master interface of the second bus 
matrix in the second processing subsystem, wherein the 
slave transaction ID width of each master associated 
with the first processing Subsystem, and the slave trans 
action ID width of each master associated with the sec 
ond processing subsystem are based on a first optimized 
slave transaction ID, wherein the first optimized slave 
transaction ID is formed by removing don't care bits 
present in each generated slave transaction ID based on 
the sparse connection information. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the masters are 
Selected from the group consisting of a microprocessor, a 
direct memory access (DMA) and a digital signal processing 
device (DSP). 

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the slaves are selected 
from the group consisting of a timer, an interrupt controller, a 
unified asynchronous receiver transmitter (UART) peripheral 
device, a module and an interface. 


